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INTRODUCTION
The ParishCouncil.net Site Administration Section (SAS) has been designed to allow you to amend and edit
selected parts of your website without having to learn website ‘coding’ or other complex technical operations.
In addition, the SAS is secure, and will not let others ‘hack’ into your website to edit it without your consent.
You can navigate around the SAS using the buttons in the top-right of the screen, with forward, back, close
and help buttons (which will take you to the Customer Service / Update Request Tool pages):

THE START SCREEN
You can access the start page of the administration section by clicking on the small admin key in the bottomright of your website home page and entering your username and password:

Username:

[refer to site administrator]

Password:

[refer to site administrator]

This will load the start screen:

This screen lets you access all the features that come with your website (actual features available depends
on your contract and package level with ParishCouncil.net). You can access these feature by clicking on their
names at the top of the screen or the Additional features button on the right of the screen.
You can also view the Network Announcements from ParishCouncil.net. These are automated messages that
appear on the SAS screen of all Parish Councils on the ParishCouncil.net network.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
By clicking on CALENDAR at the top of the screen you start the online calendar program. You will see a
loading screen. This screen will appear whenever you go to load the different site features and applications:

You will then be taken to the main calendar screen. This screen tells you how many Events there are in the
database. This calendar has 4 events listed. You are also presented with three options. You may add a new
event, View Events (to edit or delete), or view calendar.
IMPORTANT – The Calendar is only for listing events that are happening in the village or local area. For
Council meetings, click on the Meetings button at the top of the page.

Adding a New Event
Click on ‘Add Event’, and you will bring up the following screen:

Complete all the details of the Event, and press Add Event. ‘Event Length’ is used when your event lasts
more than one day (e.g. a village fair etc.). You will then be asked to confirm the details of the Event:
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Click on Save Event to continue, Edit if you have made a mistake that you want to correct, or Cancel Add
to cancel the adding of a new meeting / Event.
You will then receive confirmation that your event has been added, and you may proceed to add a new
event, or to use a different program on the SAS.

Editing an Existing Event
This is very similar to adding a new event. Click on VIEW EVENTS (the middle of the three options when you
start the calendar). You will then get a list of all the events in your database:

Click on EDIT to edit an event. Then follow the onscreen instructions as with adding an event. Events will
show up as blue squares on the live website immediately.

Deleting an Existing Event
To delete an existing event, follow the instructions above to edit, and click on the red cross at the bottom of
the editing screen.
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COUNCILLORS
You can add or amend your Councillors details at will. To do so, click on Councillors at the top of the screen.
This will give you the options to add a new councillor, or edit or delete an existing councillor entry. Also, if
your Councillors form separate Committees, you can edit the list of Committees that are shown both in the
SAS and the live website:

Adding / Editing a Councillor
Simply complete the Councillor’s details and click on Submit at the bottom of the screen:

Where you add the Committee of the Councillor, there will be a drop-down list made up of the Committees
that have been set up on the site (either by us or you). Simply select and release a committee to add it to
the box on the right. Select and delete Committees from the list on the right to remove the Councillor from
that Committee.
*IMPORTANT NOTE – Councillors are listed alphabetically. Therefore, to show a councillor at the top of the
list (i.e. a Chairman), simply add a space or two spaces at the beginning of their surname)
*IMPORTANT NOTE – you will not be using all the fields in the Councillors’ listing details. If you require any
unused fields to be made accessible on the live website, please email us. If you are using the Photo feature,
please ensure that your photos are not more than 130px wide.
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Adding / Editing Committees
A useful part of the Councillors’ Details tool is the ability to search and list Councillors by Committee or SubCommittee (as applicable). The initial list of committees will be created for you by us during the website
development phase, but you can add and edit Committees by clicking on Manage Committees and following
the on-screen instructions:

It is really important to have committees spelt with no punctuation and no & symbols, as they will cause the
search function to stop working.
Once you have added a new Committee, it will appear in the list on the live site, and also as an option in the
Add Councillor or Edit Councillor pages.
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DOCUMENTS
Council documents used on site can be uploaded using this section, whether they be the Newsletters,
Committee Reports, Accounts or anything else that the Council publishes other than Minutes and Agendas
– these are uploading using the Meetings tool as described later in this User Guide.
Each ‘section’ of the site has its own FOLDER. These main folders have been hard-coded by us, and are
required to make the site work correctly. Therefore, please do not delete these first folders! Generally
they are:


PUBLIC > (Document Archive)



PUBLIC > NEWSLETTERS (Newsletter Section)



PUBLIC > CONSULTATIONS (Consultation Documents)

You may also have a first folder called PRIVATE for secure access areas.
The document archive allows you to ‘upload’ documents of any type to your website for visitors to read or
even print off. It is an ideal application for storing and publishing electronic versions of Parish Newsletters, or
indeed whatever material you wish to make available for members of the local community.
The document archive works in the same way as your PC or home computer – with a list of folders, and
documents, or ‘files’ available in those folders. The exact copy of what you set using this administration
section can be seen by visitors to the website, but without the ability to upload new or edit existing
documents.
By clicking on DOCUMENTS at the top of the screen you start the online document archive program. You will
see the following screen:

These are the Folders, or
‘Directories’

These buttons allow you
to control the folders and
files
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This allows you to create
new folders

Creating a New Folder / Directory
Type the name of your intended directory / folder in the box and click on CREATE. This will create a folder at
the same ‘level’ of the folders or files shown underneath.

Uploading Documents
If you hover over the control buttons, each one will tell you what they do. The far right button is the
UPLOAD button:

Click this button when you have gone into the folder where you want to upload new documents.

This will open the following screen:

You must select documents from your computer to upload to the website. To do this, click on BROWSE and
select the correct document. Then click on UPLOAD to upload them. You may upload up to 10 documents at
a time, though note that the larger, or greater quantity of documents that you upload will take more time.
Please take note of the warning that you cannot use punctuation in your filenames or folder names.
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Deleting Documents / Folders
Select the document / folder that you want to delete by ticking the box next to its title. Then click on the
delete button (the large red cross).

You will be asked to confirm that you wish to delete the document before proceeding.

If you are sure you want to delete the document, click OK. To cancel the delete at this point, click CANCEL.
Once a document has been deleted, it cannot be recovered.

Moving / Renaming Documents and Folders
Select the document or entire folder that you want to move or rename by ticking the box next to its title.
Then click on the move button (third from the right – hover over the buttons to find out what each of them
do).

You must now select where to move the document to…

[continued on next page…]
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Navigate to the folder that you want to move the document TO. Both the source and destination folders will
be listed at the top next to the scissors. Go back a folder by clicking on the green arrow. Once you have
selected the correct folder click MOVE to move the document.

To rename a folder or document, simply enter the new name into the text box and press ‘MOVE’. This will
rename it for you.
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LINKS
Click on LINKS to start the Links Editor. As with the News Editor (see above), you can click on the plus
button to add a new link, the red cross to delete a link, or the pencil icon to edit a link.

Adding / Editing a Link
Adding or editing a link brings up the same screen. You must enter the Name (where each link is displayed
in alphabetical order); the Link (without http://), a short Description of the link / website that you are
linking to, and finally a small thumbnail Image / log of the website.
Important – this image must be small – no larger than 180px wide.
As with the News and other applications, you can archive the link so that it is not deleted, but will not show
up on the live website.
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MEETINGS, MINUTES & AGENDAS EDITOR
By clicking on MEETINGS at the top of the screen and starting the Meetings, Minutes & Agendas program,
you will see the following:

The application is based heavily on the Calendar application, so it is very easy and intuitive to use. However,
it differs in that you are able to upload Minutes and Agendas next to meeting dates so that users can view
dates and times of meetings as well as download any associated documents at the same time.

Adding a New Meeting
Click on ‘Add Event’, and you will bring up the following screen:

This will bring up a page where you can add the Date, a short description of the Meeting (such as time,
venue and what is to be discussed etc.), upload facilities so that you can upload Minutes and Agendas, and
also tick-boxes so that you can specify whether the Minutes and Agendas are to be displayed live or not. This
is useful where Minutes are only draft and waiting to be agreed by the Council.
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Adding a document
To add an Agenda or Minute, use your mouse and click into the text-box next to ‘Agenda’ or ‘Minutes’. This
will open a pop-up uploader window. (Note – if the window does not appear, make sure that you have
allowed pop-ups for your Site Admin Section)

Click on BROWSE to locate the file that you want to upload, and then click on UPLOAD. Depending on the
size of the file, it will take a few moments to upload and then will confirm that it has finished:

Click SAVE where it tells you to from the drop-menu and details of the uploaded file will automatically be
added to the main Meetings page in the SAS. The filename will also have a time and date-stamp added to it
automatically. Finally, to ensure that the document is visible on the live website, tick the ‘Show Agenda’ or
‘Show Minutes’ tick-box.
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Finally, click on ‘SAVE EVENT’ to save it to the database. The meeting will then be added both to the calendar
on the front-page of the website, the calendar on the main Calendar page of the website, and also to the list
of meetings on the Meetings page of the website. Where you have specified documents to be available,
visitors will be able to download them.

Editing an Existing Meeting
This is very similar to adding a new meeting, but is important if you want to add Minutes or Agendas to an
existing meeting listing. Click on VIEW MEETINGS (the middle of the three options when you start the
application). You will then get a list of all the meetings in your database:

Click on EDIT to edit a meeting. You can see from the ticks and crosses which Meetings have Agendas and
Minutes available to download from the live website. Once you click on EDIT, follow the onscreen instructions
as with adding a meeting. Meetings will show up on the live website immediately.

Deleting an Existing Meeting
To delete an existing Meeting, follow the instructions above to edit, and click on the red cross at the bottom
of the editing screen.
IMPORTANT – All Agendas and Minutes associated with deleted meetings will be erased from the database.
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NEWS EDITOR
By clicking on NEWS at the top of the screen and starting the online news program, you will see the
following:

Click on ‘Start Application’ (which is a further security feature) to bring up the main News Editor screen:

From this screen you can add new news items, refresh your website RSS feed (if available), or edit and
delete existing news items.

Adding a New News Item
Click on the Add News Item button:
This will being up the add news screen. You will note later that this screen is the same for editing news in
that it contains all the same fields to complete:
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To add the date of the news story, click on [+ select] next to the date box. This will open a pop-up calendar,
and you simply have to click on the day to add it to the news story:

Next you will have to enter the Headline for the news story. The content in Introduction will form a ‘taster’
of the news article on the index page. Therefore, do not enter the entire story in here. We recommend that
you enter only the first sentence or so of the news story. You must then copy what you have written in the
Introduction to Full Story and complete the rest of the news article.
Full Story uses our new WYSIWYG (which stands for What You See Is What You Get) editor. See the end of
this manual for instructions on how to use the WYSIWYG editor.
Once you have completed the article to your satisfaction, click on SUBMIT. This will publish it. If you do not
want the article to be displayed straight away, untick the SHOW THIS ARTICLE box. This is useful if you
want to prepare it in draft first.

Editing and Deleting News
To edit news, click on the required edit icon in the News Application:
To delete news, click on the required delete icon in the News Application:
It is as simple as that! To remove articles from public view, but not delete them, go to edit, and then untick
the SHOW THIS ARTICLE box.
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PAGES EDITOR
A new feature of version 3.5 of the SAS is the new Pages editor. This lets you edit text that used to be static
in previous versions of our editing software. Click on PAGES at the top of the screen:

Click on the EDIT button to bring up the WYSIWYG editor (see the end of this document for detailed
instructions on how this tool is to be used.
Simply make any required changes and press SUBMIT to save the changes:
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DIRECTORY
By clicking on DIRECTORY at the top of the screen you start the local services program. You will see the
following screen:

You can either choose to list new listing, edit and delete existing ones, or manage the directory categories.

Adding a New Listing
Select the required category from the drop menu at the top and complete the relevant fields. Do not worry if
you do not have all the information, as any incomplete fields will not be shown on the live website, and can
always been added later.
Then click SUBMIT ENTRY to add it to the database.

Once you press SUBMIT, you will get a confirmation page, and will have the option to add another service,
edit / delete a service or go back to the SAS start page.
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Editing / Deleting an Existing Directory Listing
Once you select the option to edit or delete an existing directory listing, all entries in the database will be
displayed. Follow the instructions on the screen to edit these, or choose to display entries by their first letter.
Click on the Edit icon to edit the listing.

You may then edit the content of the entry, or tick the DELETE BOX to delete. Then press SAVE to continue.
You will then see a confirmation screen, informing you that the Local Service entry has been deleted or
updated.
As with the Councillors’ Committees, you have the option of editing the Local Directory Categories.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Click on the Additional Features button to bring up the list of additional features and applications that you
have installed on your website:

To start an application, click on the name from the list that appears:

AMENITIES
The Local Amenities editor works in exactly the same way as the Local Directory. However, you may also
have access to the WYSIWYG editor. For more details on how this editor works, read the instructions at the
end of this Guide.
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BLOGS / CHAIRMAN’S or MAYOR’S REPORTS / FUTURE EVENTS
The Blogs, Chairman’s or Mayor’s Reports and Future Events applications all work in exactly the same way.
Therefore, for each of the applications use the explanation for Blogs as listed below:
When you select Blogs you will see two options:

It is the same process to both add and edit a blog. You will be faced with the following screen:

Enter a Headline for the blog, followed by the Date and the Content of the blog. To add the date of the
blog, click on [+ select] next to the date box. This will open a pop-up calendar, and you simply have to click
on the day to add it:
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ADDITIONAL PAGES EDITOR
(including CEMETERY and HALLS FOR HIRE)
You may have some pages where you have full WYSIWYG editing rights. To edit these pages go to
Additional Pages Editor in the Additional Features section. The following instructions also apply to the
Cemetery application and Halls for Hire:

You will get the following screen, where you can click the ‘Edit’ (yellow pencil) button to edit the page.

Simply add the new content, or change the title of the page, and then click submit.

For more details on how the WYSIWYG editor works, read the instructions at the end of this Guide.
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CONSULTATIONS
The Consultations Editor works in exactly the same way as the NEWS editor, with the exception that you can
add a link to a website, and also upload documents such as PDF or Word consultations documents or flyers:

Click on the blue plus to add a new Consultation to the website, and you will get the following screen:

You can add a date, consultation headline, website link (if applicable), details of the consultation, an image,
or consultation documents. Simply fill in the relevant boxes, or hover over the ? icons to read helpful hints
and tips.
When you have the documents box ticked, you will see the following icon appear at the start page:

Click on this to add documents to the Consultation folder (see ‘Documents’ above for further details and
instructions).
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FAQs – FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Clicking on FAQs brings up the following options:

You can add a new FAQ, edit an existing one, or change the topics that the questions are listed under.

To add or edit a FAQ, simply select the topic, then enter the question in the Question box, the answer in the
Answer box, and press Submit FAQ.

You can also edit the topics using the Topic Editing Tool:
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DISCUSSION FORUM
We use an open source, secure and feature rich forum called PHPBB (v3.0) on our Parish Council websites.
Full documentation is included in the Forum admin section.

HOMEPAGE TICKER
Simply edit the text in the homepage ticker and press SAVE to publish it on the live website. To remove the
ticker, you can leave it empty and press SAVE.

NEWSLETTER
There are two parts to the Newsletter Application. Firstly, you can add documents to the Newsletter Folder in
the Document Archive, but secondly, users can add their email addresses to the website so that you can
email them when new newsletters are available to download. Click on Start Application to get everything
started:

Managing Subscribers
Here you add or remove subscribers to the Newsletter emails:
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Compose Notification Emails
Here you can write the emails that will be sent out to all registered recipients:

Once you go to the Compose screen, you will have a choice of writing the newsletter as a PLAIN TEXT
newsletter (chosen by default), which is RECOMMENDED by the Government Office of the e-Envoy for Parish
Councils, but you may want to select to write HTML emails. Click on HTML to bring up the options if this is
what you have chosen to do. Using this application, you can write just as if you were writing in any word
processor. Remember to include a SUBJECT for your email newsletter, and when it is complete, go to the
bottom of the page and press SEND.

*PLEASE NOTE – we strongly recommend that all email newsletters are sent as PLAIN TEXT.

SETTINGS
We recommend that you do not change the email settings unless you know what you are doing.

PLANNING APPLICATIONS
This popular feature lets you add and edit planning application listings on your Parish Council website. The
start screen gives you the following options. The method is the same for both:
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You will either be sent details of planning applications affecting your Parish by your District or Borough
Council, but a quicker way is to get the details straight from your local council’s planning website (may be a
section of the council’s own website called ‘Planning’). You will then be able to quickly copy and paste into
this application.

Application Number is where you put the unique number of the Application.
Hyperlink is where a link to the full application details on the local council website should go. Include all the
link, as well as the http:// bit.
Location Address is where you put the address of the application.
Proposal is where you put brief details of the proposal.
Comments Due / Status is where you can either put a comments deadline, or current status of the
application.
If you require more fields, please let us know and we will incorporate them for you.

EDITING / DELETING PLANNING APPLICATIONS
Click on the application that you want, and then edit it as you would the Directory above:
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PHOTO GALLERY
Start the Photo Gallery Editor from the link on the SAS start page. For added security you will need to click
an additional start button to load the application.
You will be taken to a main screen which has a gallery selection menu, a main menu across the top, a quickmenu at the bottom, and edit and delete options for each photo.
Gallery Selection

Main Menu

Photo Edit / Delete
buttons

Quick-menu

CHOOSING A GALLERY
You can choose a gallery in the SAS in the same was as on the live website to see what photos are in it.
Choose a gallery to edit from the Gallery Selection menu and press the button next to it called ‘SHOW THIS
GALLERY’:
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ADDING PHOTOS
Adding Photos is the function that you will use the most in the Photo Gallery. It is done as follows. Firstly,
click on the ‘ADD PHOTOS’ button:

You will get the following screen, which must be completed:

Enter the title of
the Photo
Enter a description
about the photo
Click here to
browse your PC to
find the photo to
upload
Next, choose the
Gallery you want it
to appear in. If
you want to create
a new Gallery, tick
the New Gallery
box and enter the
name.
Leave this ticked
to include the date
and time of the
photo

Tick this box to make the photo
visible on the live website.

Tick SUBMIT to
add the photo to
the Gallery

IMPORTANT – The thumbnails are creating using the NAME of the photo. Therefore, you MUST ensure that
all photos uploaded have unique names. To avoid any problems, DO NOT INCLUDE SPACES IN YOUR
PHOTO NAME:

e.g.

BAD

=

GOOD =

St James Square.jpg
St_James_Square.jpg

DELETING A GALLERY
Click on the ‘DELETE GALLERY’ button:

You will get the following warning message. If you want to delete a gallery, First SELECT IT FROM THE
DROP-MENU and click the confirm button, but all the photos will be lost. If you do not want to delete the
gallery, click the back button (in the top-right of the screen).
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RENAMING A GALLERY
Click on the ‘RENAME GALLERY’ button.

Choose the Gallery to rename from the drop-down, enter the new name and press ‘SUBMIT’.

RECREATE THUMBNAILS
If for whatever reason the photos are not appearing properly on the live website, it could be that the photo
thumbnails need recreating. Click on this button to perform this action:

REORDER PHOTOS
You may want your photos ordered on the live site in a different way (i.e. by date, title etc.). To change the
order, click on the reorder button and complete the following screen:
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EDIT OR DELETE PHOTOS
To edit a photo and its details, click on the EDIT button to the right of its entry on the main screen. You will
get the same screen as the ADD PHOTO screen, and need to change whatever needs changing before
pressing SUBMIT.

To delete a photo, click on the DELETE button. Please note – there is no warning message here – once
pressed the photo will be permanently deleted.
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PRIVATE BOARD
The contents of the Private Board are accessible from the live website by clicking on the Private Board link:

Once you have accessed the Private Board, you will be taken to a live version of the DOCUMENT ARCHIVE
(see above), which is accessible to the whole Council. Online help for this section will also be available
where required:

PRIVATE BOARD ADMIN
The Admin Section of the Private Board is accessible by clicking on the button from the start page of the
SAS. You will be taken to the following page:

Clicking on the ACCESS PUBLIC BOARD DOCUMENT ARCHIVE button will take you to the relevant section
of the DOCUMENT ARCHIVE (see pp 8-11 above), whilst ADD / EDIT / DELETE USERS will take you to
the section where you can create and manage your Councillors’ user access accounts:

To create or delete user accounts, click on MANAGE USERS:

ADD NEW USER
Fill in the new username, chosen password, confirmation of chosen password and then the admin password
(shown at the top of the blue screen). Then click Add New User to confirm and save.
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REMOVE A USER
To remove a user account, select the one you want from the drop-menu and enter the Admin Password to
confirm and save.

YOUTH EDITOR
Selecting the Youth Editor brings up the following options:

The blue plus adds a new item, the red cross deletes that item, and the yellow pencil edits the item. Adding
and Editing brings up the same screen:
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Enter a Headline for the item, followed by the Date and the Full Story of the item. To add the date, click
on [+ select] next to the date box. This will open a pop-up calendar, and you simply have to click on the day
to add it:

For more details on how to use the WYSIWYG editor, read more at the end of this Guide. You will also get the
option to add a Feedback Form to the item. This means that users will be able to post comments and
feedback from the website, which will be automatically turned into an email and sent to you. Turning it off
means that they will not get the option to add feedback.
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UPCOMING EVENTS EXTRA
UPCOMING EVENTS EXTRA is a powerful application that adds a number of benefits and features to the
standard Parishcouncil.net Calendar. In addition to standard listings, you can post content-rich details and
titles for your upcoming events, which will be shown in date order in the ‘Upcoming Events’ section of your
live website. Because it is a ‘bolt-on’ to the standard calendar, when you are subscribed to this feature a
number of changes to the standard version occur.

Changes to the Standard Calendar Feature

The Standard Calendar will have a quick-link through to ‘UPCOMING EVENTS EXTRA’ at the top. You can also
use the Standard Calendar to authorise any of the standard calendar events to appear in the ‘Upcoming
Events Extra’ section of the live website. By clicking on VIEW EVENTS, you can see all the events that have
been set to display in the ‘Extra’ section of the live website with a green tick icon:

You can use the standard calendar to set any event to move to the ‘Extra’ section of the live website at any
time by editing that event:

NOTE – to actually add the additional content for that event, you must go to the Upcoming Events Extra
admin section where additional content boxes will be avilable.
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Adding a New Event
Click on ‘Add Event’, and you will bring up the following screen:

Set the date, the number of days the event will run, a title for the event, a short introduction that will be
shown on the standard calendar alone, and the full description of the event. This section uses the standard
WYSIWYG application as described later in the manual, meaning that you can add rich-text, photos, graphics,
links and documents.
Once you have added all the details, click ‘ADD EVENT’ and confirm your addition on the next page.

Click on Save Event to continue, Edit if you have made a mistake that you want to correct, or Cancel Add
to cancel the adding of a new meeting / Event.
You will then receive confirmation that your event has been added, and you may proceed to add a new
event, or to use a different program on the SAS.

Editing an Existing Event
This is very similar to adding a new event. Click on VIEW EVENTS (the middle of the three options when you
start the calendar). You will then get a list of all the events in your database:
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Click on EDIT to edit an event. Then follow the onscreen instructions as with adding an event. Events will
show up as blue squares on the live website immediately.

Deleting an Existing Event
To delete an existing event, follow the instructions above to edit, and click on the red cross at the bottom of
the editing screen.
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WYSIWYG EDITOR
Throughout the SAS you will get the option to use our WYSIWYG editor. This is a very powerful and simple
CMS (Content Management System) which stands for What You See Is What You Get. Therefore, what you
see when you type it into the box is what you will see on the live website. The editor looks like this:

Hovering over each of the buttons will tell you what they do, but below is a short description (from left to
right):

FIRST LINE:


Source – this shows the content in HTML Markup



Preview – lets you see the content as it will appear on screen



Cut – cuts content that you have selected (keyboard short-cut = CTRL + X)



Copy – copies content that you have selected (keyboard short-cut = CTRL + C)



Paste – pastes content in your computer clipboard (keyboard short-cut = CTRL + V)



Paste as Plain Text – pastes rich content as plain text (recommended)



Paste from Word – pastes text copied from Microsoft Word so that it has the same formatting etc.
(not recommended)



Check Spelling – checks the spelling of your content



Undo – reverses what you just typed (keyboard short-cut = CTRL + Z)



Redo – reverses an ‘Undo’

SECOND LINE:


Bold Text



Italic Text



Underlined Text



Strikethrough Text



Subscript Text



Superscript Text
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Create a numbered list



Create a bullet-point list



Indent paragraph left



Indent paragraph right



Align paragraph left



Centre paragraph



Align paragraph right



Justify paragraph



Create a hyperlink (see below)



Remove a hyperlink



Link to an anchor-point in document (see below)

THIRD LINE:


Add / Edit image (see below)



Add / Edit flash image (see below)



Add Table



Add Horizontal Rule across page



Add Smilie



Add special character

FOURTH LINE


Change text style (either normal or Heading)



Change font type



Change font size



Change font colour



View editor in wide-screen rather than small editing box

LINKS
Links are automatically parsed in the WYSIWYG editor. This means that if you type a website address or an
email address it will automatically appear as a link. However, you can use text as the link but not actually
show the address, such as:

Click here to visit the website…

To do this, highlight the text that you want to appear as the link and press the ‘Insert/Edit Link’ button. You
will get the following screen:
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Simply enter the link that you want in the ‘URL’ box, and press OK. You can add all sorts of other features
such as set the link to open in a new window, by clicking on ‘TARGET’. You can also set the link as an email
link by clicking on ‘LINK TYPE’.

UPLOADING / LINKING TO DOCUMENTS
To link to a document, you must highlight the text that is to act as a link as described above and then click
on the ‘Insert / Edit Link’ button, and then click on ‘BROWSE SERVER’. This brings up the file management
screen to upload documents:

Click on BROWSE to select the document from you local PC, and then click on UPLOAD to upload the
document to the server. It will appear next to an icon in the white space above. Click on that document to
link to it. You can also organise your documents by creating new folders.
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UPLOADING IMAGES
With the cursor where you want to add an image, click on the ‘Insert Image’ button. It will bring up the
following screen:

Click on BROWSE SERVER to upload an image (as with uploading documents above) or to select an image
you have already uploaded.
You can add Alternative Text which is the text that shows when you hover over an image. You can also
change the alignment, border width or size of the image. Also, using the LINK button at the top, you can use
the image as a link to other websites.
Once finished, click OK. However, once uploaded you can simply click and drag the image from one place to
the next, much as you would using a word-processor.
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UPDATE REQUEST TOOL
The Update Request Tool is an online facility to allow you to request changes to your website that cannot be
made using the SAS functions listed above. There is no limit to how many requests you can make, and all
requests are time-stamped and stored online in your account so that you can keep track of all the changes
made and actioned on the site. We normally guarantee changes will be made within 5 working days (and
often sooner), unless the change is significantly difficult or time-consuming. However, we will advise you of
this as soon as it is posted by you.

To access the Update Request Tool, go to www.admin.parishcouncil.net and select ‘CUSTOMER SERVICES’:

You will then bring up the Update Request Tool Screen. Enter the same username and password used to
access your Site Admin Section, and simply follow the onscreen instructions to post a request. At any time
you can revisit requests and re-open them, or add new content to existing requests. We are automatically
informed immediately each time that you add a new request or edit an existing one.
Please note that the Update Request Tool is for changes to non-dynamic content of the site, such as fixed
text or photos. Structural changes to the site or complete changes to the style and layout are not sanctioned
Update Requests, and we will discuss the requirements of such changes with you as they arise.
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FURTHER HELP AND SUPPORT
In the first instance, please ask for help via the UPDATE REQUEST TOOL listed above. In the Customer
Services area of the website we also have a Frequently Asked Questions section and a copy of this user
manual.
For all other enquiries, please contact us at info@parishcouncil.net.
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